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License Agreement – Flight One Software And Scenery Solutions
Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions - Ultimate Terrain X for Microsoft Flight
Simulator
IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between you (either an individual or a
single entity) and Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions. for the product identified above, which includes computer software and may
include associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation ("SOFTWARE PRODUCT"). By installing, copying, or
otherwise using the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA,
do not install or use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT; you may, however, return it to your place of purchase for a full refund.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and
treaties. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed, not sold.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:



Installation and Use. You may install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
Reproduction and Distribution. You may NOT reproduce or distribute any number of copies of, or any part of, the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
to any person, or make any part the SOFTWARE PRODUCT accessible to any party on the Internet.

2. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS.





Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this
limitation.
Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated
for use on more than one computer.
Software Transfer. You may permanently transfer all of your rights under this EULA, provided the recipient agrees to the terms of this
EULA.
Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions may terminate this EULA if you fail
to comply with the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and
all of its component parts.

3. COPYRIGHT. All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (including but not limited to any images, photographs, animations,
video, audio, music, text, and "applets" incorporated into the SOFTWARE PRODUCT), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of
the SOFTWARE PRODUCT are owned by Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions or its suppliers. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is
protected by copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE PRODUCT like any other copyrighted
material except that you may install the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on a single computer provided you keep the original solely for backup or
archival purposes.
4. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT and documentation are provided with RESTRICTED RIGHTS.
Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software clause at DFARS 252.227-7013 or subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2) of the Commercial Computer Software-Restricted
Rights at 48 CFR 52.227-19, as applicable. Manufacturer is Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions Atlanta, GA.
MISCELLANEOUS
If you acquired this product in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State of Georgia. If you acquired this product in
Canada, this EULA is governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada. Each of the parties hereto irrevocably attorns to the jurisdiction
of the courts of the Province of Ontario and further agrees to commence any litigation, which may arise hereunder in the courts located in the
Judicial District of York, Province of Ontario. If this product was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.
Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions, you may visit
www.flight1.com
LIMITED WARRANTY
NO WARRANTIES. Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions expressly disclaims any warranty for the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. The
SOFTWARE PRODUCT and any related documentation is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including,
without limitation, the implied warranties or merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or noninfringement. The entire risk arising out of use
or performance of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT remains with you.
NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES. In no event shall Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions or its suppliers be liable for any damages
whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or any other
pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this Flight One Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions product, even if Flight One
Software, Inc. and Scenery Solutions has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.
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1. About The Source Data Used In Ultimate Terrain
Our goal at Scenery Solutions is to create superior terrain products for the Microsoft Flight Simulator
series. In order to do that, we use the absolute best source data in the industry. Ultimate Terrain X
– Canada, also described as UTX-Canada in this document, is built using the DMTI Spatial database,
which we believe offers the most precise GPS quality data currently available for Canada.

About DMTI Spatial
DMTI Spatial has been providing industry leading enterprise location intelligence solutions for more
than a decade to Global 2000 companies and government agencies. DMTI’s world-class Location
Hub™ platform uniquely identifies and cross-references a universe of location-based data. DMTI is
the creator of the CanMap suite of geospatial data products, including CanMap® Streets and
RouteLogistics, the gold standard for location data in Canada. DMTI also provides professional
services and software tools bringing full solutions to the marketplace. For more information about
Location Intelligence see: http://www.dmtispatial.com/location_intelligence/
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2. Product Coverage Area
Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA covers the entire continental CANADA region. Alaska and the USA are
available as separate products, each featuring unique aspects of those areas.
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3. Product Support
The flight simulator add-on market is unique in that the target audience for products like the
Ultimate Terrain X series is much smaller than most commercial software products. As a result,
developers and publishers in this market cannot really afford to provide personal phone or email
support.
However, forums are a terrific support venue. They allow all users to share information that would
normally be private with an email support base. Both Flight One and Scenery Solutions maintain a
presence in the Ultimate Terrain forum below, and would be happy to help you with any further
assistance you need at that location.

www.simforums.com/forums
www.scenerysolutions.com

This site contains the “Ultimate Terrain” forum hosted by Flight
One Software. It is a very active forum and usually has the latest
bookmarked information regarding Ultimate Terrain.
Website maintained by Scenery Solutions, developer of the
Ultimate Terrain series.

4. Ultimate Terrain X – Quick Startup
1. After installation, the Ultimate Terrain X installer will immediately call the Ultimate Terrain X
Setup Tool. The first time the setup tool is executed, it will automatically configure your
environment using the default settings. You don't need to do anything else at this point.
2. Start FSX. Make sure that the Scenery Complexity slider in FSX is set to at least Normal if
you plan on using the enhanced lighting features and the extrusion bridge features in the
Ultimate Terrain X series.
3. Enjoy your new scenery environment! When you are ready, explore all the different
configuration options that are available through the Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool.
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5. Ultimate Terrain X– Setup Utility Details
Validation Process And Error Checking
Immediately after the installation process, the Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA Setup Tool will be
started. Each time the Setup Tool loads it will validate many of the FSX configuration settings for
you and display any unresolved texture references or layering problems that it finds.
Figure 5-1 (startup process)

In the example above, the validation process found no significant errors. At this point, you can press
the OK button to continue.
In the event that the validation process finds inconsistencies, you will be warned as shown in Figure
5-2. To view the warning messages, click the “Warning Messages Are Available” button.
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Figure 5-2 (validation errors found)

Figure 5-3 (warning message)

We have provided our users with this advanced error checking to help resolve any issues that may
come about as a result of the use of third-party products and/or manual tweaking that may have
corrupted your environment. We know third-party add-ons make this hobby great, but they can also
lead to unstable environments when such products are not installed or removed appropriately.
After the validation process, the Setup utility will always tell you whether or not Ultimate Terrain X is
currently active (Figure 5-4). If desired, you can quickly enable or disable all Ultimate Terrain X
features using the Setup Tool interface.
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Figure 5-4 (initial active status)

The Setup Tool Interface
The new Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool is our most powerful version to date. The tool allows novice
users to perform high-level tasks such as:











Turn individual UT/X-CANADA features on/off.
Enable or Disable all UT/X-CANADA X features at once.
Preparing UT/X-CANADA for a patch or product upgrade.
Change the road surface textures for different road features in UT/X-CANADA.
Give water features an ice texture during winter. Or, give intermittent features a dry land
texture during dry seasons.
Change the night lighting textures used by UT/X-CANADA.
Change the UT/X-CANADA water coloring (blue, muddy, algae, etc).
Change the resolution of the UT/X-CANADA texture sets (1m, 2m, 5m textures).
Configure the FSX environment outside of FSX.
View an FSX system performance rating based on FSX and UT/X-CANADA selections.

Advanced flight simulator hobbyists can also tweak just about any aspect of the Ultimate Terrain X
environment using the “Advanced” menu features, such as: assigning different textures to various
UT/X-CANADA features, changing the width of textured line features (such as roads, railroads and
coastlines) and changing the terrain flattening effects on various features. These advanced options
are explained in a separate document, named “UTX_Advanced_Features”.
The new Setup Tool contains graphic images and text descriptions to help you understand the
various features and their uses. Figure 5-5 shows the Ultimate Terrain X -Setup Tool interface after
the initial validation process is complete.
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Figure 5-5
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Turning Ultimate Terrain Features On/Off
There are five main areas in the Ultimate Terrain X - Setup Tool Interface, shown in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-6

Feature Selection Tree
The feature selection tree displays all the Ultimate Terrain X features, grouped by category. In figure
5-6, we are selecting the “Extrusion Bridges For Railroads” feature. To do this, we click the “Railroad
Tracks” category, followed by the “BRX Railroad Extrusion Bridges For Railroads” item. The first
three characters in each item description represent the file prefix used for the Ultimate Terrain
scenery files on the hard drive. Besides this, the first three characters have no meaning to the user.

Feature Display Window
The feature display window will show a screenshot of the selected Ultimate Terrain X feature in the
“Feature Selection Tree” just discussed. For example, figure 5-6 window shows a picture of an
extrusion bridge object for railroads.

Feature Description Box
The feature display window will always give you a more in-depth description of the selected feature
in the “Feature Selection Tree”.
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Feature Activation Button
The feature activation button will show you the current activation status (active or inactive) for the
currently selected item in the “Feature Selection Tree”. In figure 5-6 (previous page), the button
indicates that the “Extrusion Bridges For Railroads” features is currently active. When an UT/XCANADA feature is active, it is displayed within FSX. An inactive feature would not be displayed in
FSX.

To disable a feature, just click the activation button with an “Active” status. This will change the
activation status of the Ultimate Terrain X feature. Once this process is completed, the button will
indicate the new status.

To enable a feature which currently has an inactive status, just click the feature activation button
labeled “Inactive”.
When Ultimate Terrain X features are activated or made inactive, files will be renamed on the hard
disk. This process will take a few seconds. The current progress is always displayed in a progress bar
at the bottom of the UT/X-CANADA window. When the process is completed, the button will display
the new status (Active or Inactive).

Feature Performance Impact
The “Feature Performance Impact” bar will give you a graphical representation of the performance
impact of the selected Ultimate Terrain X feature, relative to other Ultimate Terrain X features. Most
Ultimate Terrain features will not have a big impact on frame rates and/or overall system
performance.
The “Feature Performance Impact” bar only shows a rough estimate from an Ultimate Terrain
perspective. It is not a direct indicator of overall FSX performance.
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6. Ultimate Terrain X - Setup Tool, UT Menu
Overview
As mentioned earlier, the Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool has been designed to accommodate the
variety of needs and abilities of UT users. This section describes some interface features which will
be of interest to the novice user, but also offers advanced tips.
The “Ultimate Terrain” menu is split into 2 sections: “Global Modifications“ and “Local Modifications”.
Global Modifications operations will affect all installed Ultimate Terrain X regions. This means that if
you have more than 1 Ultimate Terrain X product, the changes will affect all products. Local
Modifications operations will only affect the current region, in this case, Canada.
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Global Modifications
Change Road Surface Colors

Ultimate Terrain X provides 2 different types of road surface textures: Concrete and Asphalt. You
can change the type of road surface associated with different road types by selecting “Change Road
Surface Colors” from the “Ultimate Terrain” menu. This will display the window shown in Figure 6-2.
Figure 6-2

In addition to the road surface color, you can also specify whether or not you would like road
textures with auto imprints in them. Some users may prefer the textures without the embedded
auto imprints, especially if they are using the moving traffic option in FSX.
When the window is active, it will show which selections are currently being used by FSX for each
type of road. To make changes, simply make a selection for each road type from the “Concrete” or
“Asphalt” column. To remove or add the auto imprints, select the various checkboxes.
Press the “OK” button to save your changes.
Advanced Users: If you have provided your own road textures using the “Advanced” menu, the
settings in this window may no longer be valid. The setup tool will NOT recognize the custom
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textures and remove the checkmarks from this window.

Change Resolution Of Ultimate Terrain X Textures

Ultimate Terrain X initially uses a very high resolution texture set (approx 1 meter). For most users,
this setting will provide the optimum visual environment. However, some users with lower-end
systems may be running FSX textures set at lower resolutions. If this is the case, then you should
probably change the Ultimate Terrain X textures to match the resolution of the FSX textures.
Figure 6-3 shows the window that is displayed when you select “Change Resolution Of Ultimate
Terrain Textures”.
Figure 6-3

The current resolution will be selected. To change the resolution, select one of the available sets and
press the “Modify Button”. This is a set of guidelines to consider when deciding whether or not to
change the Ultimate Terrain X texture set resolutions.




If the FSX Texture Resolution setting is set to 1m or higher, use the 1 meter UT/X textures.
If the FSX Texture Resolution setting is set to 2m, use the 2 meter UT/X textures.
If the FSX Texture Resolution setting is set to 5m or 10m, use the 5 meter UT/X textures.

Hint: You can determine your current FSX texture resolution setting from within FSX (settings menu)
or within the Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool interface (FSX menu, “Modify FSX Settings/Performance
Report”). Changing FSX settings within the Setup Tool will be described in the section VII.
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Change Assigned Water Textures
Some Ultimate Terrain X products, like UTX Canada, provide an abundance of water features that
are classified as intermittent or flooded water regions. These features indicate that they may only
contain water during the wet season and are usually dry otherwise. Ultimate Terrain X provides the
ability to achieve some interesting effects, by assigning different types of landclass textures to water
features during different seasons.
For example, all water features would be displayed as water
during the wet season. During the dry season, you might give the intermittent features a dry
landclass feature (like grassland). During the winter, you may choose to give some water features
an ice texture to represent frozen water features.
The “Change Assigned Water Textures” menu item will take you to a window that will allow you to
change the types of textures that are associated with each individual UTX water type.

There are two ways to change water texture assignments.
The first and easiest method (shown in the next image), involves selecting one of the buttons: Wet
Season, Dry Season, or Hard Winter. The “Wet Season” button will always display water for all
water feature types. The “Dry Season” button will display a grassy (grassland) texture for all
intermittent or flooded water features. The “Hard Winter (Ice)” button will display water for all
large water bodies, but will display ice for all medium to small perennial lakes.
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If desired, you can achieve more granularity by using the “Manual Override” section of the “Change
Assigned Water Textures” window.
In this portion of the window, you can assign any FSX water or
landclass texture to any of the Ultimate Terrain X water classifications shown in the window’s
dropdown box (see next image).
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After selecting one of these entries, the current assigned texture will be displayed. The name of the
ASSIGNED texture will also be shown at the bottom of the window, next to the “Current Assigned
Texture” label.
You can change the currently assigned texture by performing the following tasks.
Press the “View Next” or “View Previous” button to change the displayed texture.
-orPress the “Quick Select” button and select a new texture by name.
Once you find the appropriate texture, press the “Change To Displayed Texture” button to save the
changes.
In the next screenshot, we are going to change the texture associated with “Large, Intermittent Lake
Water” features. After selecting the feature from the dropdown box, we scroll through the list of
textures until we find the “Low Sparse Grassland” texture. An actual FSX image of each type of
texture is displayed for you to help with the section. At the bottom of the window, you can see that
the “Current Displayed Texture” does not match the “Current Assigned Texture”. Once we make
the changes permanent by pressing “Change To Displayed Texture”, the two entries will be the
same.
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Note: coastlines will be displayed for all water feature types.
dry water feature. This effect is intentional.

So, you may see a coastline around a
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Quick Ultimate Terrain Enable/Disable

If you want to temporarily turn off your Ultimate Terrain X environment and return to the default,
select “Quick Ultimate Terrain Enable/Disable” from the drop-down “Ultimate Terrain” menu. A
window will be displayed showing the current Ultimate Terrain X status. You can then choose
whether or not you would like to change (toggle) the status.
Figure 6-1

Technical Info: This feature is fast because it disables or enables the Ultimate Terrain X layers in the
FSX Scenery Library. No scenery file manipulations are actually performed during this process.

Restore Ultimate Terrain X To Initial Settings

Users who tweak their Ultimate Terrain X environments (either manually or using the Ultimate
Terrain X Setup Tool) can restore Ultimate Terrain X to the initial settings by selecting “Restore
Ultimate Terrain To Initial Settings” from the “Ultimate Terrain” menu. This feature will not change
the Ultimate Terrain X activation status (active or inactive) of the various features. Instead, it will
restore any Ultimate Terrain feature characteristics that might have changed. This includes advanced
features like texture mappings, line-width changes, flattening state, etc.
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Technical Info: After installing UTX, the FSX TERRAIN.CFG file will contain many additional entries
for the various Ultimate Terrain X features. The “Restore Ultimate Terrain To Initial Settings”
operation returns the Ultimate Terrain TERRAIN.CFG values to their default state. Any manual
changes that you may have made to these entries will be overwritten with the default values.

LocalModifications
Change Water Color Tint (waterclass)

By default, FSX uses a very blue water coloring for all water features, with the exception of a few
muddy rivers and lakes in isolated areas. Also, all warm water regions, like the Gulf Of Mexico and
the Southeast USA seaboard, are displayed using a very light blue tropical water environment.
Ultimate Terrain X will provide 4 alternate coloring environments, using 4 different waterclass
replacement sets: Clear water (blue tint), Algae/Plankton (green tint), Muddy (brown tint),
Muddy+Algae (greens and browns).
Technical Info: Waterclass is just like the FSX landclass, but is used to define different water
textures for different locations around the world. Ultimate Terrain does not actually provide different
water textures. Instead, it reclassifies the waterclass definitions using the 60 different water textures
currently available in FSX.
Upon installation of Ultimate Terrain X, the Ultimate Terrain X waterclass features will be active, and
the selected waterclass will be the “Clear Water Coloring” (blue tint) option.
To change to a different waterclass set, select “Change Water Texture Coloring” from the “Ultimate
Terrain” menu. You will then be given the choices displayed in figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4

Select the appropriate choice and press “Modify”.
For comparative purposes, Figure 6-5 shows sample water colorings for Galveston Bay in the Gulf Of
Mexico. In the upper left you have the tropical water colors that are normally displayed for this area
in FSX. The other sample images display three of the Ultimate Terrain water colors available.
Figure 6-5 (Galveston Bay – Normally the muddy or algae/plankton setting is best for this area)
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The table in Figure 6-6 describes different types of water features (such as lakes, oceans, bays, etc),
and all the water colors for each of the four Ultimate Terrain waterclass settings. The default FSX
waterclass is also displayed for comparative purposes in the top row.
Figure 6-6 (waterclass color tint comparisons)
FSX
Ultimate Terrain Waterclass Options
default
Clear Water
Algae/Plankton Muddy
Muddy/Algae
(Blue tint)
Medium
Blue

(Green Tint)
Medium
Blue

(Brown Tint)
Medium
Blue

(Brown/Green)
Medium
Blue

Tropical

Milky to medium
blue

Light green/brown to
dark green

Light to med
brown to greens

Tropical Oceans

Tropical

Tropical

Tropical

Light to med
brown/green
to med blue
Tropical

Muddy Lakes And
Rivers
Mountain Lakes
And Rivers
Lower Elevation
Lakes and Rivers

Muddy

Muddy

Muddy

Muddy

Muddy

Medium
Blue

Light to med blue

Light to dark blue

Light to dark
blue

Light to dark blue

Medium
Blue

Blue Milky Tint

Medium to light
green algae

Medium to light
green

Saltwater Bays

Medium
Blue

Milky to Medium
Blue

Light green/brown to
dark green

Light to
medium
brown
Light to
medium
brown

Cold Oceans

Medium
Blue

Warm Oceans

Tropical

Light green/brown
to medium green

Note: Restoring The FSX Waterclass
To disable the Ultimate Terrain X waterclass, select the “WC Waterclass” item in the Setup Tool
feature tree, and then press the “Active” button. It will then indicate “Inactive”.
Figure 6-6 (disabling the Ultimate Terrain
waterclass)
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Change Lighting Effects Brightness

Ultimate Terrain X provides three different sets of street light scenery files:
 100% brightness
 50% brightness
 25% brightness
Each set provides street-lights featuring different levels of brightness.
Because FSX night textures are very bright compared to previous versions, the default street-light
set that is installed with Ultimate Terrain is the 100% brightness set. This set will allow the UT street
lights to show up better against the bright FSX terrain textures.
Some users may not like the street lights so bright. Especially later on when add-on scenery
products become available and offer sets featuring darker terrain textures. We provide the alternate
street-light scenery sets to allow users to decide which one works best for them.
To change the street lighting brightness, select “Change Lighting Effects Brightness” from the
“Ultimate Terrain” menu. The result is shown in Figure 6-7.
Figure 6-7

After making the new selection, press the OK button. Whenever you make changes regarding the
street light brightness, some one thousand files will be moved around, se the process can take a
minute or two to complete. The progress bar will give you updates. A message box will be displayed
when the process is complete.
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Figures 6-8, 6-9 and 6-10 show a comparison of the different Ultimate Terrain X night light sets.
Screenshots alone cannot fully help you decide the appropriate setting for you. We suggest you
experience the differences within FSX itself.
Figure 6-8 100% Brightness

Figure 6-9 50% Brightness
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Figure 6-10 25% Brightness
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7. Ultimate Terrain X Setup Utility – Patch Preparation
As is natural with any software, patches and upgrades will be made to our Ultimate Terrain X
product lines over time. Whenever a patch is installed, the Ultimate Terrain X scenery files must be
reset to their default activation state. The Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool can do this for you by
selecting “Prepare Ultimate Terrain For Patch Or Upgrade” from the “Upgrade” menu.
Figure 7-1

This option can also be used at any time to reset the activation status of the various Ultimate Terrain
X features to their default activation state (whether they are turned on or off).
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8. Ultimate Terrain Setup Utility – FSX Menu
Modify FSX Settings / Performance Report
Each and every FSX user will end up tweaking their FSX environment for performance reasons at
some point, and this is normally done inside FSX using the “Settings” menu options. We wanted to
give the user the option of configuring their FSX environment from outside FSX, and we thought it
would be helpful to provide a performance indicator, which would immediately give the user a rough
overview of how the current settings will impact their FSX performance. Select “Modify FSX Settings
/ Performance Report” from the FSX menu to directly modify FSX settings within the UT Setup Tool.
Figure 8-1: Editing FSX settings directly
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Here you will be presented with your current FSX settings, which are actually read from the FSX
environment. UTX also offers a unique feature: the FSX performance indicators. They will provide an
overview of the expected performance under the current settings. Moving all the sliders to the right
(maximum setting) the performance bars will be nearly full. The performance-load indicators should
help you tweak your FSX environment without having to re-start the simulator each time!
Technical Info: The performance load-indicators are based on table-driven information that we created from actual
frame-rate measurements. They may be tweaked over time as additional feedback becomes available.

Changing FSX Settings
To change FSX settings just move the sliders as necessary, and press one of the following buttons:



“Update Only” Updates the FSX settings and the “Performance Load Indicators” but does not exit.
“Update & Exit” Update the FSX settings and exits the window.

What Exactly Do The Settings Do ?
A discussion of the details would make this guide really long! Fortunately there is already a wealth of
information made available to the public by individual authors. Just use your favorite search engine
and enter something like “FSX Tweaks” as the search string.

Change FSX Location
The Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool needs to locate the FSX environment to successfully operate. It
finds FSX by searching for its location in the Windows Registry. If you move your FSX environment
manually without using the FSX installer, you will need to tell Ultimate Terrain where the new
location can be found. To do this, select “Change FSX Location” from the “FSX” menu.
Figure 8-2

The window will show you the location of FSX according to the registry. You can override this
location by entering it manually, browsing for the FSX.EXE file or getting it from the registry. The
latter is only valid if you decide to reinstall FSX using the installer at some point.
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9. The FSX Scenery Library
FSX uses a priority-layering system to display scenery. The scenery layering can be changed from
within the FSX Scenery Library. To access the scenery library, select “Scenery Library” from the
settings menu.
Immediately after installing Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA, you should see something similar to the
image in Figure 9-1 if you load the scenery library from within FSX.
Figure 9-1

The Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA installation process will add new items to the FSX scenery library.
There are five entries unique to Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA. If this is the first Ultimate Terrain X
product region installed, then an additional 5 entries will be made. These additional entries are
shared among different Ultimate Terrain product regions.
Every Ultimate Terrain X specific entry in the list will begin with the letters “UT”. Region specific
entries will be labeled appropriately (i.e ‘UT CANADA’, ‘UT Europe’, ‘UT Canada’, ‘UT Alaska’). Entries
that are shared among all UT products include the following:
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UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT

FSX Waterclass
FSX Object Repositioning
Landclass – Custom
Landclass – Urban
Landclass – Vegetation
Exclusions For Default Scenery Solutions

Ordering Of Ultimate Terrain X Layers
Only a couple of rules must be followed when layering the Ultimate Terrain specific entries.

UT Exclusions For Default Scenery
The ‘UT Exclusions For Default Scenery’ layer is critical. This layer contains special scenery files that
will exclude the default FSX features that are being replaced by Ultimate Terrain. This layer must
always be below every other Ultimate Terrain entry. It must be above the default FSX scenery
layers, with the last layer normally being the ‘Add-on Scenery’ layer or the “Propeller Objects’ layer.
Normally, you just have to make sure that the ‘UT Exclusions For Default Scenery’ layer is above the
‘Addon Scenery’ layer as shown in Figure 9-1.

Landclass
The Ultimate Terrain X landclass is divided into 3 layers. This special layering strategy gives the user
a lot of flexibility when it comes to combining other landclass products with Ultimate Terrain X.
Previous Ultimate Terrain For FS2004 users will be familiar with the term “Sandwich”.
The three Ultimate Terrain landclass layers must always be in the following order.




UT Landclass – Custom
UT Landclass – Urban
UT Landclass – Vegetation

The Custom landclass layer must be on the top, followed by the urban layer. The vegetation layer
must be below the urban and custom layers.
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Using Other Landclass Products
To use other landclass products in combination with Ultimate Terrain X, you would layer your library
in one of the following three possible methods:
Method 1: Replacing Only The Ultimate Terrain X Vegetation Landclass





UT Landclass – Custom
UT Landclass – Urban
*** Other landclass product **
UT Landclass – Vegetation

This is probably the most commonly used method. Ultimate Terrain X’s landclass improvements are
focused on the urban areas and other custom textures. We feel that our landclass in this area is
among the most accurate in the industry. However, if you have a product that also improves the
vegetation landclass in FSX, you might consider using this strategy.
Method 2: Completely Replacing The Ultimate Terrain X Cities And Vegetation





UT Landclass – Custom
*** Other landclass product ***
UT Landclass – Urban
UT Landclass – Vegetation

With this method, the Ultimate Terrain X cities and vegetation will be replaced, but the custom
landclass features (zero lot line areas, universities, industrial areas, etc) of Ultimate Terrain X will
still be displayed. Normally, we do not recommend this method, unless you find another product that
appeals more to your personal preferences.
Method 3: Completely Replacing Ultimate Terrain X Landclass





*** Other landclass product ***
UT Landclass – Custom
UT Landclass – Urban
UT Landclass – Vegetation

With this method, the UTX landclass will be completely covered by the other landclass product.

How Will Other Add-on Products Affect Ultimate Terrain X ?
Ultimate Terrain X products always cover a very large area. You may have other add-on products
that will improve or enhance smaller portions of the Ultimate Terrain X coverage. Different types of
products will have a different impact on compatibility with Ultimate Terrain.

Photoscenery Products
Products that use photoscenery should work very well with Ultimate Terrian X, regardless of the
layering in the scenery library. Photoscenery will always override the Ultimate Terrain X vectorbased features such as: roads, railroads and water. The Ultimate Terrain X 3D features such as the
night lights, bridges and other objects will always be displayed on top of the photoscenery.
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Terrain Mesh Products
FSX comes with a much improved mesh over previous versions of Flight Simulator. However,
Ultimate Terrain X – CANADA will work fine with enhanced mesh such as the FSGenesis 10m mesh.

Products Containing 3D Objects
Any product that provides 3D object upgrades will not conflict with Ultimate Terrain X. The additional
3D objects will be displayed along with all Ultimate Terrain X features as well.

Landclass Products
Ultimate Terrain X can be used with other landclass methods, using the “sandwich” strategy
discussed previously.

Products Containing Vector Graphics Features
Most of the terrain scenery in FSX (and also Ultimate Terrain X) is drawn as vector graphics. Using
this technique, individual features are drawn on the terrain in their natural size, shape and location.
The vector features are always drawn on top of the generic base landclass textures. For example, to
draw a lake in a city, FSX will first draw the city using a generic landclass texture, and then it will
draw the lake in its natural shape on top of the landclass.
Most compatibility problems will occur when another product provides similar features to Ultimate
Terrain X, in a region that is already covered by Ultimate Terrain X. As more products become
available for FSX, free compatibility patches will be released.
Public support forums are the best place to inquire about compatibility issues between products. For
support on a specific product, make your inquiries at the support forum of that particular developer.
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10. Ultimate Terrain X Feature Descriptions
The Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool provides complete descriptions of each individual feature available
in Ultimate Terrain X. To access the feature descriptions, start the Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool,
then select one of the features from the “Feature Tree”. A detailed description will be available at the
bottom of the setup tool window.
An example is shown in Figure 10-1 below:
Figure 10-1
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11. FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions
Is Ultimate Terrain X compatible with other mesh products ?
Yes, Ultimate Terrain X should work well with any product that enhances the terrain mesh.

Is Ultimate Terrain X compatible with other landclass products ?
Yes, UTX is designed to be flexible and can be used in conjunction with other landclass products. See
the landclass portion of section IX for more information on the layering of landclass products.

How are the country border regions handled in Ultimate Terrain X ?
Border regions between countries are always difficult for scenery developers, because enhanced
scenery products do not usually align like the default FS scenery is aligned. For example, the border
between the USA and Canada does not fit neatly on the exact flight simulator borders.
Ultimate Terrain X uses scenery exclusion files that are precise down to the QMID 11 level for
enhanced FSX performance. Each QMID 11 cell is precise down to about 16km square (or 10 miles
square). We have put in the effort to see that water features in the border areas will match as well
as possible. Due to data licensing restrictions, you may see some gaps at the border between other
features like roads and railroads. This gap will be anywhere from 0 to about 16km (or 10 miles).
If you want the best possible scenery transitions along the USA/Canada border area, please check
out our Ultimate Terrain X – USA product.

The expanded traffic areas are great, but there are some spots missing.
Traffic is defined for all major Ultimate Terrain X roads, freeways and highways. However, there are
certain small patches of roads that may be missing traffic flow. The Microsoft/Aces team worked
hard to solve the issue for the FSX SP1 release, but they could not implement the fix at this time.

I get little or no night lighting effects
The amount of Ultimate Terrain X night lighting is directly related to the Scenery Complexity Slider
in FSX (FSX settings menu). The higher the scenery complexity slider, the more lights will be visible.
You can also change this value using the Ultimate Terrain X Setup Tool. To do the latter, select
“Modify FSX Settings” from the “FSX” menu.
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How do I use the “Advanced” menu features ?
These features are described in the separate document labeled “Advanced Features”. They are not
recommended for the first time Flight Simulator user, however.

The night lights flicker on occasion
This effect can occur when you have lots of autogen along with the night lights. The flickering occurs
when lights are blocked and then unblocked by autogen objects. The effect is more obvious at lower
flight levels. You can improve the situation by reducing or disabling autogen during night flights.

Water Along The USA/Canada Border
The water in UTX Canada is very detailed and extremely numerous. This can lead to some dramatic
differences in water features along the border into the USA. This is not a problem with UTXCANADA, it is just a striking visual difference between the detailed Canada water data and the FSX
water data for the USA. Our UTX-USA product can be purchased to provide more detailed USA
water than the FSX default and can help minimize these situations.
Here is a screenshot showing the extreme differences in some areas. UTX-CANADA is on the left.
The default FSX USA water is on the right. If you see these kind of sights along the USA/Canada
border, you do not need to report them as bugs or scenery anomalies..
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